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Long Term Memory 

Retrieval and Coding of Memories 

Outline of Lecture 

•  Transferring information from STM to LTM 
– Control processes 
– Encoding processes 

• Retrieval 
– Interference 
– Encoding specificity 

Long Term Memory  
(Atkinson & Shiffrin Model) 

•  Emphasized interaction between STM 
and LTM 

•  Interested in the transfer of information 
from STM to LTM 
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Advantages of LTM 

•  Information Loss 
– Rate of forgetting is much slower from LTM 
– May never forget information moved to LTM 

• Retrieval difficulties 

• Capacity 
– LTM is essentially unlimited in capacity 

Free Recall Task 

•  List learning task  
•  Participants can recall the presented list in 

any order 
• Used to investigate the transfer of 

information from STM into LTM 

Recency Effect 

•  Better recall for items at the end of the list 
•  Stored in STM 
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Eliminating the Recency Effect 

• Distractor task 
•  Postman & Phillips (1965) 

– Arithmetic task before recall 
• 30 seconds 

– Eliminated recency effect 

Eliminating the Recency Effect 

• Distractor task 
– Postman & Phillips (1965) 

• Arithmetic task before recall 
• Eliminated recency effect 

•  Forced recall 
– Recall items in same order as presented 
– Eliminates recency effect 

•  Items decay from STM before end of list is recalled 
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Primacy Effect 

•  Better recall for items at the beginning of the 
list 

•  Items have been transferred into LTM 
– Rehearsal 

Rehearsal and the Primacy 
Effect 

•  Rundus (1971) 
– Presented list of 20 items 

•  5 seconds each 

– Rehearse during intervals 
– Free recall 
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Transfer of Information into LTM 

•  Through Control Processes 
– Rehearsal 

•  Through Encoding Processes 
– Imagery 
– Coding 

Maintenance Rehearsal 

•  Simple repetition of the to-be-remembered 
information 

•  Employed naturally 
•  Keeps information active in STM 
•  Sometimes moves information into LTM  

– Difficult to retrieve at a later date 

Elaborative Rehearsal 

•  Successfully transfers information from 
STM to LTM 

•  Involves deeper, more meaningful analysis 
of the to-be-remembered stimuli 
– Chunking 
– Meaningful connections between items 
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Encoding Processes 

•  Procedures for transforming information 
coming into the system into a memory 

•  Types 
– Visual imagery 
– Coding 

Encoding Process: Imaging 

•  Imaging 
– Generating visual images of the to-be-

remembered information 

Encoding Process: Coding 

• Coding 
– Making to-be-remembered information more 

meaningful 
– Sometimes involves mnemonics 
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Craik & Lockhart (1972) 

•  An alternate framework to the Information 
Processing Model of memory 
– Levels of Processing 

•  Encoding processes  
– Explains distinctions between Sensory store, 

STM and LTM 

Levels of Processing 

• Does NOT argue against a distinction 
between STM and LTM 

• Does assume a single memory store 
– Primary memory 

• The currently conscious part of unitary memory  
(STM) 

– Secondary memory 
• The rest of the memory store (LTM) 
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Levels of Processing: Encoding 
Processes 

•  Perceptual processing 
– Sensory code 

•  Phonemic processing 
– Acoustic code 

•  Semantic processing 
– Semantic code 

LT
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shallow 
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intermediate depth 
intermediate decay 
phonemic, words 

deep processing 
slow decay 
meaning 

“Capitals?” 

“Rhymes with?” 

“Fit in Sentence?” 

Decay Rates 

•  Each level of analysis results in a different 
memory code 

•  Each type of code possesses a different 
decay rate 

•  Strength of code 
– Byproduct of processing 

Semantic code Phonemic code Sensory code 

Strong code Moderate code Weak code 

Processing and Strength of 
Memory 

• Deeper processing 
– Leads to stronger memories 
– Extends duration of memory trace 

•  Type of Processing 
– Sensory – rapid decay of trace 
– Phonemic – slower decay of trace 
– Semantic – most robust memory trace 
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Incidental Learning Paradigm 

•  Incidental learning task 
– Ss make judgments about stimulus materials 
– Not asked to memorize items 

•  Judgments induce certain types of 
processing 

•  Surprise recognition/recall test 

LOP Paradigm 

•  Lengthy word list 
•  Words presented for less than 1 sec 
•  Make judgment for each word 
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Elaboration 

• Deeper processing results in elaboration 
– Form associations with semantic knowledge 
– Associations more difficult with phonemic/

physical processing 
•  Prediction 

– Increasing semantic elaboration should 
increase memory 

Craik & Tulving (1975) 

•  Examined effects of elaboration on 
semantic processing of information 

• Used semantic judgment task 
– “Does word fit into sentence?” 

•  3 levels of sentence complexity 
– Simple, medium, complex 

Word Sentence complexity 

“Tomato” 

Craik & Tulving (1975) 
•  Complex sentences 

–  More elaborate memory codes 
–  Better memory for the items 

•  Elaboration must be consistent with meaning of word 
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Elaboration 
Word Sentence 

“Fat” “The ___ man read the 
sign that was two feet 
high” 

“The ___ man read the 
sign warning about thin 
ice” 

“Fat” 

Type of Elaboration 

Imprecise 

Precise 

Better memory for words in sentences involving the generation  
of additional material closely related to the remembered material  

Distinctiveness 

• Memory codes can also vary in 
distinctiveness 

• Deeper processing makes item more 
distinctive 
– Results in better memory for the item 

•  “Distinctive” – different in appearance 
and meaning from other items 

Types of Distinctiveness 

•  Primary Distinctiveness 
– Relative to other items in immediate context 

•  “apple,” “orange,” “pear,” “baboon”  

•  Secondary Distinctiveness 
– Relative to other items in LTM 
– Orthographic distinctiveness 

•  “Lymph,” “rhythm,” “afghan” 
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Distinctiveness (continued) 

•  Emotional Distinctiveness 
– Items that produce strong emotional 

response 
• Flashbulb memories 

•  Processing Distinctiveness 
–  Involves the creation of a memory code 
–  Depends on how we process the stimulus 
–  Memory code rather than item 

•  Caricatures 

Problems with LOP Approach 

• Measurement of depth 
– Circular definition 

• Maintenance rehearsal 
– LOP approach 

• Only elaborative processing leads to memory 

– Sometimes results in improved recall 
– Markedly improves recognition 
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Transfer Appropriate Processing 

•  Testing different from 
processing 
– Process phonemic – test recall 
– Poor performance 

•  Testing same as processing 
– Process phonemic – Test 

phonemic 
– Better performance 

•  Best type of encoding 
depends on the type of 
retrieval required 

Memory Retrieval 

• Memory not determined solely by decay 
rate 

• Quality of retrieval cue is very important 
• Retrieval cue 

– Information used to search memory 
– Points to and leads to the recovery of target 

memory 

Interference 

• Cue associated with multiple memory 
traces 
– Traces compete for activation 
– Strongest associate to cue typically wins 

• Retrieval of incorrect target = interference 
– Proactive interference 
– Retroactive interference 
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Proactive Interference 

•  Previous learning 
interferes with new 
learning 
– Wickens & BP task 

• Retrieval cue more 
strongly associated 
with previous 
information 

Retroactive Interference 

• New learning interferes with previous 
learning 

• Retrieval cue more strongly associated 
with recent information 

“What Makes a Good Retrieval 
Cue?” 

• Cues with few associations to other 
targets 
– “Mary” vs. “Zoe” vs. 

• Cues with strong associations (links) to the 
target 
– Formed through experience (Kitchen – Food) 
– Formed through schooling (Black – White) 
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“What Makes a Good Retrieval 
Cue?” 

• Cues that were associated with target 
during encoding 
– Form rich, complex memory representations 
– Includes 

• Associated thoughts, concepts 
•  Inferences 
•  Internal/external environment 

– One of the most effective retrieval cues 

Encoding Specificity 

•  Effectiveness of memory retrieval 
– Similarity of encoding and retrieval cues  

•  Successful retrieval 
– Specific cues encoded 
– Very similar cues present during retrieval 

• Used to study how retrieval cue relates to 
memory code for stimulus 

Tulving & Thompson (1973) 
(Study 1) 

•  Pits association strength against encoding 
specificity 

• Uses paired associates task 
– Strong association, weak association, control 

     Learned 
white - BLACK 
meat - STEAK 
dumb - STUPID 
woman - MAN 

     Learned 
train - BLACK 
knife - STEAK 
lamb - STUPID 
hand - MAN 

     Learned 
     BLACK 
     STEAK 
     STUPID 
       MAN 
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Tulving & Thomson (1973) 
 (Study 1) 

•  Control group 
– Strong cues improved recall; weak cues did not 

•  Weak associate group 
– Weak cues improved recall better than strong cues 

Test: Weak Associate 
          train - ? 
          knife - ? 
          lamb - ? 
          hand - ? 

Test: Strong Associate 
            white - ? 
            meat - ? 
            dumb - ? 
            woman - ? 

Context Effects 

• Context at testing matches 
context at encoding 
– Results in better memory 

•  Examples 
– Visiting old school 
– Getting something in another 

room 
– Meet someone in another 

context 
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Environmental Context Effects 

• Memory affect by context in 
which information was 
learned 

•  Study environment 
– Day 1: Learn paired 

associates 
– Day 2: Paired associates in 

different context 
•  Testing environment 

– Same setting – 59% correct 
– Different setting – 46% 

correct 

Scuba Study 

•  Learn on Land 
– Test on land 
– Test in water 

•  Learn in water 
– Test on land 
– Test in water 

State Dependent Memory 

•  Internal state also 
affects memory 

•  Better memory 
–  Internal state matches 

between encoding and 
retrieval 
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Mood Dependent Memory 

• Memory better if mood at testing matches 
mood at encoding/learning 

•  Explains depression and effectiveness of 
cognitive behavioral therapy 

Spacing Effect 

•  Sparsely spaced repetition (distributed 
practice) 
– Better memory 

• Densely spaced repetition (massed 
practice/cramming) 
– Worse memory 

•  Performance increase 
– Both repetition and encoding variability 

Spacing Effect: Explanation 
•  Encoding variability 

– Spacing of study sessions 
•  Increases # of retrieval cues 

• Helps overcome context effects 


